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Introduction and Key Questions
Before the publication of Arming America in 2000, it had been considered
axiomatic among scholars of the American colonial and early national
periods that Americans were generally armed and very adroit in the use
of their firearms.1 Michael Bellesiles’s book, it seemed, very much destroyed that certainty: “[He] has virtually shattered every assumption
that many historians accept and most gun enthusiasts hold dear concerning guns and their role in American history,” opined John Grenier in one
of many rave reviews.2 “[. . . N]o one else has put [the facts] together in
so compelling a refutation of the mythology of the gun or in so revealing
a reconstruction of the role the gun has actually played in American
history,” wrote Edmund Morgan in the New York Review of Books.3 When
in 2001 Arming America also won the Bancroft Prize, Bellesiles seemed to
have a secure academic future ahead of him.
It was during that same time, however, that many questions and
criticisms began to surface, calling into question not only Bellesiles’s findings but also his methods and, finally, even his academic honesty. Emory
University convened an investigative committee to examine the charges
made against Bellesiles and to report on whether he had fabricated or
falsified his data and whether he had “engaged in other serious deviations from accepted practices in carrying out or reporting results from
research [. . .].”4 While the committee could not “speak of intentional
fabrication or falsification” of research data, it did find “evidence of falsification,” and it also stated that Bellesiles’s work did not live up to
professional standards of historical scholarship.5 Following that committee report, the Trustees of Columbia University voted to rescind the Bancroft Prize, and only weeks later, the publisher, Alfred A. Knopf, disowned the book. Bellesiles, in a statement published October 25, 2002,
resigned his teaching appointment at Emory.
Following that scandal, Arming America was largely discredited as a
scholarly contribution. Nonetheless, some questions remain. How prevalent was gun ownership in early American history? What shape did gun
culture have during that time? And, perhaps most important for the
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constitutional and political development of the United States, where did
the Second Amendment to the U.S. Constitution come from? Hence, I find
that we cannot entirely ignore Arming America, its flaws notwithstanding,
as it “compels us to re-examine how and why Americans have developed
an enchantment with firearms, whenever the mania began.”6
More important, perhaps, than the question of the “mania” are the
questions of constitutional history that underlie the issue. After all, the
Second Amendment reads, “A well-regulated militia, being necessary to
the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms,
shall not be infringed.” One would assume that a provision featured in so
prominent a place as the Bill of Rights must have some sort of societal
background. Thus, it seems very likely that guns must have been present
in some number, and that some kind of gun culture must have surrounded whatever firearms were extant. It will be the purpose of this
project to shed some light on these unanswered questions of constitutional history by elucidating the cultural origins of the Second Amendment.

Methodology
In this project, I will attempt to solve a mystery of constitutional history
by using the tools of social and cultural historians. I believe this approach
to be novel, as most histories of the Second Amendment focus on the
constitutional precursors of the amendment rather than its cultural roots.7
Even Michael Bellesiles’s focus—though his work and the controversy
around it are unquestionably stimuli of my own project—was rather
different. I will be asking whether and how cultural phenomena came to
be set in constitutional stone.
Flawed as Bellesiles’s use of his probate sources was, it was nonetheless innovative.8 The wide availability of probate inventories for many
places covering almost the entire colonial period (and well into the nineteenth century) makes them a suitable source for the inquiry into the
preponderance of certain household items.9 Indeed, it may well be the
only source we have in order to get some sort of statistical idea of how
widespread firearms really were. That said, a caveat is in order: While
probate inventories are immensely valuable sources, they do not necessarily list all items someone might have owned, and hence they paint an
incomplete picture. Moreover, there is no way to measure how complete
or incomplete any one inventory may have been. Counting guns in inventories will, however, give us at least the minimum number of guns
owned by the probated population. It is here that we encounter the next
difficulty: the fact that the decedent population is on average older and
wealthier than the population in general. This opens the door to a po82
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tential age and wealth bias that will be very hard to measure. Despite
these complications, some number, even with caveats attached, will be
better than groping in the dark.
In order to keep the project manageable, I decided to research only
two original colonies rather than all thirteen, and to do so for ten distinct
years during the eighteenth century.10 I chose Massachusetts and South
Carolina. The former was one of few states whose militia, a major user of
firearms, did not fall entirely into a state of decrepitude. The latter had by
the early eighteenth century a slave population that outnumbered the free
population; this, one would assume, put a premium on the possession
of firearms.11 Furthermore, I dropped Barnstable, Plymouth, Middlesex,
and Worcester counties in Massachusetts, as the universe for all the counties in all the years would have been close to four thousand cases for this
state alone.12 For South Carolina, the situation was different insofar as all
probate matters were handled centrally in Charleston before 1785, making a distinction between individual counties both unnecessary and impossible.13
The Bellesiles controversy clearly demonstrated that careful adherence to the rules of historical social research and statistics is vital to
survival in this minefield of modern-day political interests. In order to
make the results as reliable as possible, I drew a random sample from a
listing of all (as far as possible) probate inventories in a specific county
and year. That listing, however, had first to be compiled, as nothing of the
sort existed in most cases. The samples were drawn large enough to have
a margin of error of +/− 5 percent and a confidence level of 95 percent,
both standards widely accepted for purposes of historical statistics.14
Once the inventories were sampled, I then proceeded to examine for the
presence of firearms and slaves, in the process encoding them in a format
suitable for use with SPSS, a statistical analysis software program.

Presence of Guns
The analysis yielded interesting first results. On the whole, arms were
more prevalent in South Carolina than in Massachusetts. There were
differences, however, depending on whether the county was on the coast
or in the backcountry: Nantucket County, an island off the Massachusetts
coast, showed guns in only very few of the sampled inventories, while the
incidence in Berkshire and Hampshire was high.
Some further insights are possible by taking into account the keydates of the samples.15 There is no clearly observable general trend of rise
or fall in the incidence of guns in inventories. However, occurrence in
Essex seems to have been rising slightly but continuously, while in Suffolk it seems to have been in a slow but equally continuous decline. There
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is one characteristic common to Massachusetts generally and its counties
individually: The frequency of guns enumerated in inventories peaks in
1759.16 This development might be due to British war efforts, which
became much more concerted after the recall of Lord Loudoun in 1758.
Massachusetts also cooperated much more willingly after William Pitt
had promised (partial) reimbursement for the cost of war borne by the
colonies.17
South Carolina samples show three significant peaks, in the years
1740, 1743, and 1765. These coincide with important historical events. In
1739, South Carolina experienced the Stono Rebellion, a slave uprising
that cost dozens of lives and reinforced a climate of fear.18 When the first
rumors of insurrection surfaced, the colonial legislature mandated that
white male inhabitants of the state carry guns to church on Sundays.19
The peak in 1765 is probably due to the Cherokee War, which engulfed
South Carolina in 1760 and 1761.20
In addition to simple frequency distributions, statistics can also yield
more complex calculations. For example, they can be used to detect relationships between different variables. Perhaps the single most interesting question in this situation is whether or not there is a correlation
between the existence of slaves and the existence of guns in an inventory.
Answers to this question can be found by cross-tabulating the two variables and computing certain statistical indicators of correlation. For the
entire sample, there is indeed a rather weak correlation, which, however,
is very significant statistically.21 Interestingly, that correlation becomes
even weaker if only South Carolina is taken into account.22
I am currently preparing the data gathered from Massachusetts and
South Carolina probate records for an analysis of social factors. To that
end, the total monetary values of the sampled inventories have been
included in the data matrix. However, because many different currencies
were used in both states during the eighteenth century, and because the
currency used in valuing the inventories was mostly not clearly stated,
careful preparations are necessary. First, I will need to determine which
currency was most likely in use in cases where it was not clearly stated.
Next, I will have to convert all values into sterling values to make comparison possible. For that comparison to make sense, I will then code the
total sterling values of the inventories for different wealth classes.

Gun Culture
The larger part of this project will be concerned with the “history of the
evolving role of guns in American culture” in the eighteenth century.23
This question seems to present itself very strongly: If nobody used guns,
if nobody had any attachment to them, if they were of no value, where
84
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did the Second Amendment come from? It certainly did not come out of
the blue, but so far scholars’ focus has been mostly on the constitutional
precursors, highlighting the incorporation of provisions from the English
Bill of Rights into the revolutionary state constitutions and thence into the
first ten American amendments. I will attempt to shed some light on the
cultural link that kept the legal regulations alive throughout the century.
One of the first steps here must be to ask: What is understood by the
term “gun culture?” In scholarly literature, the expression “gun culture”
is frequently used but in most cases remains entirely undefined.24 Some
authors understand “gun culture” as a group of people rather than a
phenomenon: “The American gun culture is a seemingly unified aggregation of individuals, mainly white, small-town males who evidence a
longstanding personal attachment to guns, gun ownership, and gun habits [. . .].”25 Still others reject the term entirely as “misleading,” though
they do not offer better alternatives.26 Indeed, “gun culture” is a problematic term, not only because it has rarely been defined, but also because
it often carries a strongly negative connotation.27
I understand “gun culture” as a neutral term, and I believe it can be
a useful analytical concept. Culture can be defined as “[. . .] a system of
shared beliefs, values, customs, behaviors, and artifacts that the members
of a society use to cope with their world and with one another, and that
are transmitted from generation to generation through learning.”28 Applied to “gun culture,” this definition suggests that one must look for
such shared beliefs, values, customs, behaviors, and intergenerational
transmittance relating to one specific artifact—the gun. Accordingly, it
will be necessary to look at what customs governed gun use and possession, what behaviors were associated with such use and possession, and
whether guns served as status symbols or just as necessary tools of daily
life. These are just some of the questions that come to mind, and many
more will eventually be asked.
A historic culture is accessible to the historian through its remnants,
which present something of a snapshot that can be examined long after
the culture has changed or evolved. These remnants might be artifacts,
such as the guns themselves, or written material that testifies to the
beliefs, actions, feelings, values, and customs of a bygone age. The focus
of this project will be on written sources, which will allow considerable
insights. Laws, books, newspapers, pamphlets, and magazines, for example, allow the historian to peer into the public sphere of a historic
society and to find out what occupied people in their daily lives. Transcripts of legislative and judicial debates illuminate the rationale behind
certain decisions, while diaries and business and probate records permit
insights into the private sphere. The picture these records present, and of
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which I will attempt to show some examples, is anything but coherent at
first glance.29
The laws of both Massachusetts and South Carolina are ambivalent
about guns. On the one hand, guns were seen as necessary instruments of
the militia in the defense of the colony. Hence, legislatures frequently
enacted laws requiring able-bodied males—often between the ages of
sixteen and sixty—to arm themselves for their militia service.30 Musters
and training were a regular part of these men’s lives, and even active
duty was not infrequent during the many colonial and Indian wars of the
century.31 These necessities also created a market for all sorts of manuals,
instructing militiamen in the correct and efficient use and care of their
firearms.32 In the Southern colonies, slavery was a major reason for the
maintenance of the militia. In South Carolina, for example, in the context
of the Stono Rebellion of 1739, the legislature required men to carry
firearms not only to church on Sundays, but also into the church, and
enlisted the help of parsons in prosecuting those who did not comply.33
On the other hand, however, there is ample evidence that guns were
also seen as dangerous. Massachusetts specifically outlawed firing guns
in Boston, when the General Court resolved that “[. . .] by the indiscreet
firing of guns laden with shot and ball within the town and harbour of
Boston, the lives and limbs of many persons have been lost [. . .],” ordering “that no person shall [. . .] discharge any gun or pistol [. . .] within the
town of Boston [. . .].”34 Hunting and fowling, too, came under regulation, as eager hunters decimated the populations of deer and birds.35
Duelling was yet another case in which practices of gun use occupied
colonial legislatures at different times. Massachusetts outlawed the practice in 1719 because it disturbed the king’s peace, brought dishonor to
God, and was contrary “to the precious life of man.”36 In addition to this
legal ban, churchmen vocally condemned the practice, attacking the conviction that killing in a duel was legitimate: “How comes this [duel] not
to be a murder? It is indeed an aggravated and complicated murder!” wrote
the ministers of Boston after a mortal duel in 1728.37 Despite this opposition to solving affairs of honor in such manner, duels seem to have been
a presence in public life during the 1700s. Not only were the details of
duels occasionally published as pamphlets: They also were a common
part of adventure stories such as The Amours and Adventures of Two English
Gentlemen in Italy and compilations such as A Collection of Moral and
Entertaining Stories, Calculated for the Instruction and Entertainment of
Youth.38 While these various sources certainly overemphasize the importance of duels, they nonetheless underscore the extent to which duels
captured the imagination of Americans during the eighteenth century.
With a clearer picture of the role firearms played in American society
throughout the eighteenth century, I will proceed to mine the papers of
86
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the debate over the ratification of the Bill of Rights and, more specifically,
the part of the Bill of Rights that was to become the Second Amendment.
This analysis will allow a much better understanding of how early American gun culture influenced the conception, writing, and codification of
this addition to the Constitution. It may also allow new insights into how
the founding generation may have understood this amendment’s meaning, operation, and reach.
In the end, this project will shed light on gun use and gun possession,
on contemporaries’ views of guns and their relevance to daily life in the
eighteenth century. It will address legal precedence on the path to the
Second Amendment. But it also casts a wider net: It will illuminate the
ways in which cultural practices influenced the making of the Bill of
Rights, and in doing so will bring us closer to understanding the lives,
hopes, and fears of Americans in the late eighteenth century.
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